25th Anniversary Two-City Celebration
Sponsorship Opportunities

**Platinum Sponsor: $35,000**

**Benefits:**
- 2-minute welcome from a representative of your organization during the presentation at both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Exclusive VIP room in Mezzanine of World Café Live with dedicated bar and light fare at Philadelphia event
- Logo under Platinum Sponsor title on save-the-date email and postcards for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people*
- Logo under Platinum Sponsor title on hard-copy invitations for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people*
- Logo under Platinum Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people
- Listing as Platinum Sponsor on sponsor web pages for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Logo included in slide presentation to run through the entire reception for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Gobo lighting display in reception room at Philadelphia event
- Banner display in reception room at Washington, DC event
- One printed item and one promotional item included in all of the attendee bags distributed at events. Items provided by sponsor.
- 10 guest passes for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events

**Gold sponsor: $25,000**

**Benefits:**
- Logo under Gold Sponsor title on save-the-date email and postcards for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people*
- Logo under Gold Sponsor title on hard-copy invitations for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people*
- Logo under Gold Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people
- Listing as Gold Sponsor on sponsor web pages for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Logo included in slide presentation to run through the entire reception for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- One item included in the goodie bag for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events (either print materials or promotional item)
- 10 guest passes for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events

**Silver sponsor: $10,000**

**Benefits:**
- Logo under Silver Sponsor title on hard-copy invitations for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people*
- Logo under Silver Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people
- Listing as Silver Sponsor on sponsor web pages for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Logo included in slide presentation with other Silver Sponsors to run through the entire reception for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- 5 guest passes for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events

**Bronze sponsor: $5,000**

**Benefits:**
- Logo under Bronze Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events, estimated 1,000 people
- Listing as Bronze Sponsor on sponsor web pages for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- Logo included in slide presentation with other Bronze Sponsors to run through the entire reception for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events
- 5 guest passes for both Philadelphia and Washington, DC events

*time sensitive

Contact Becky at (215) 557-8414x3274 or rstaffieri@missionfirsthousing.org to book!
# 25th Anniversary Single-City Celebration

## Sponsorship Opportunities

### Gold Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $15,000

Benefits:
- Logo under Gold Sponsor title on save-the-date email and postcards for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people*
- Logo under Gold Sponsor title on hard-copy invitations for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people*
- Listing as Gold Sponsor on email invitations and reminders for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people
- Logo included in slide presentation to run through the entire reception for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- One item included in the goodie bag for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event (either print materials or promotional item)
- 10 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Silver Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $7,500

Benefits
- Logo under Silver Sponsor title on hard-copy invitations for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people*
- Logo under Silver Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people
- Listing as Silver Sponsor on sponsor web pages for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Logo included in slide presentation with other Silver Sponsors to run through the entire reception for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 5 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Bronze Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $4,000

Benefits
- Logo under Bronze Sponsor title on email invitations and reminders for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event, estimated 500 people
- Listing as Bronze Sponsor on sponsor web pages for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Logo included in slide presentation with other Bronze Sponsors to run through the entire reception for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 5 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Drink Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $3,500—LIMIT ONE PER EVENT

Benefits
- Signage at the bar and in the reception room during the cocktail hour for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Cocktail napkins with your company’s name and/or logo during the cocktail hour and at the bar during the reception for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Specially drink agreed upon by Mission First and sponsor that reflects your organization for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Listing as Drink Sponsor on sponsor webpage for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 3 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Dessert Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $3,500—LIMIT ONE PER EVENT

Benefits
- Signage at the dessert table for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Listing as Dessert Sponsor on sponsor webpage for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 3 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Bag Sponsor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $2,500—LIMIT FIVE PER EVENT

Benefits
- One printed item and one promotional item included in all of the attendee bags distributed at Philadelphia or Washington, DC event. Items provided by sponsor.
- 3 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Partner (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $2,000

Benefits
- Logo included in slide presentation with other Partners to run through the entire reception for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- Listing as Partner on sponsor webpage for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 3 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Contributor (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $1,000

Benefits
- Listing as Contributor on sponsor webpage for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 2 guest passes for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

### Friend (Philadelphia or Washington, DC): $500

Benefits
- Listing as Friend on sponsor webpage for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event
- 1 guest pass for Philadelphia or Washington, DC event

*Contact Becky at (215) 557-8414x3274 or rstaffieri@missionfirsthousing.org to book!*